Summary Carbon allocation and regulation of specific leaf area (σ) define key processes underlying the adaptation of plants to varying habitats. In this study, the general principles governing adaptation and a dynamic optimality model of plant adaptation are reviewed. The central new elements of this model are: (i) differential root carbon costs for maintaining a defined nutrient status; (ii) a simple formula for optimal σ at steady-state as a function of nitrogen (N) status and irradiance; and (iii) generic rules for the time propagation of adapting traits. The model was applied to a large data set compiled by Ingestad et al. (1995) and McDonald et al. (1986a McDonald et al. ( , 1986b for birch seedlings (Betula pendula Roth) during stationary logarithmic growth and during transient changes in response to a range of irradiances and nutrient supply rates. In the stationary case, large variations in the fraction of leaf dry mass to total dry mass ( f L ), σ and N concentration were simulated with high accuracy. The independently calibrated model described the temporal response of seedlings following a sharp decrease in N supply, which includes phenomena such as the temporary C accumulation in leaves and damped oscillations in N concentration. Dynamics in σ were more sensitive to variation in light than in N supply. Nevertheless, adaptive adjustments in f L , σ and N concentration were strongly coupled, underlining the relevance of a whole-plant perspective when modeling plant growth and regulation. The high coincidence between model calculations and measured values supports the notion that plant acclimation can be both understood and predicted as a growth-optimizing mechanism.
Introduction
Changing the allocation of carbohydrates to the various organs is a central mechanism by which plants cope with temporally or spatially varying environments. Hence, a primary objective of ecophysiological research is to understand when and how this process is affected by specific external conditions. The close links between carbon (C) partitioning and C assimilation have been exploited experimentally by combining wholeplant allometry with morphological measures at the leaf level (Nygren and Kellomäki 1983 , Evans 1989 , Evans and Poorter 2001 . In particular, the ratio of leaf area to leaf dry mass (specific leaf area; σ) has been used as a key variable for aggregating many aspects of the photosynthetic machinery, including light harvesting and Rubisco activity.
More than two decades ago Ingestad and coworkers developed a spray technique that enabled accurate control of root activity and nutrient uptake (Ingestad and Lund 1979 , 1986 , Ingestad and Ågren 1988 , Ingestad et al. 1995 . Although modern techniques employing nitrogen (N) isotopes also allow for exact determination of uptake activity, few data sets contain as much information as that of Ingestad and coworkers. Sequential harvesting of birch seedlings (Betula pendula Roth) grown under defined laboratory conditions generated steady-state values for shoot/root ratio, σ and N concentrations in all organs. Complementary to the approach of stationary growth, McDonald et al. (1986a McDonald et al. ( , 1986b published time series of these characteristics during imposed N limitation. Subsequent experiments focused on the role of other macronutrients Kähr 1995, Wikström and and trace elements (Göransson 1999) .
Review of allocation models
In order to quantitate their spray experiments, Ågren (1988, 1991) proposed a model for C partitioning. Its central element was N productivity, defined as the ratio of relative growth rate ($ r) to N concentration. However, N productivity is not strictly conserved in temporally changing environments. Another problem with this modeling exercise was that data used as model input were also used for validation. The weakness of a dynamic model constructed by Wikström and Ericsson (1995) is that the output values rely entirely on empirically derived allometric relationships.
Closely related to these models are the purely empirical allometric relationships, some of which also describe temporal development in allocation patterns (McMurtrie 1985 , Van der Werf et al. 1993 . On the other hand, empirical models yield stable predictions only for well-defined sites, species and climate. Attempts to overcome this limitation have resulted in the integration of mechanistic elements by the S-sys-tem approach of Voit and Sands (1996) and Kaitaniemi (2000) , and the introduction of more general allometric constraints (Wilson 1988 , West 1993 . None of these approaches, however, have resolved the fundamental limitation of empirical models (e.g., Cannell and Dewar 1994) .
Although an ensemble of main processes governing resource partitioning has never been entirely incorporated into a single model (cf. Minchin et al. 1994) , there are semi-mechanistic approaches aimed at deepening our understanding of C allocation. These focus on the particular processes underlying regulation and growth. One of the best known models in this group starts by estimating C sink and source strength of each plant organ and subsequently links them along resistant pathways (Thornley 1972 (Thornley , 1991 . Biochemical notions that resolve hormonal messengers/inducers have also been developed (Wilson 1988) . However, it is doubtful whether single prime movers such as gradient-driven C transport in the phloem are sufficient to explain complicated regulatory phenomena at the whole-plant level. The quantitative or structural knowledge required for a more integrated and fully mechanistic treatment is not yet in sight. As a consequence, current semi-mechanistic models like that of Levy et al. (2000) are prone to over-determinism or are difficult to calibrate.
Goal-oriented allocation models try to incorporate the integral nature of individual plants without the need to specify underlying processes in great detail. One prominent subclass relies on the functional balance hypothesis according to which total root uptake activity is proportional to C assimilation by leaves (Davidson 1969 , Cannell 1985 . Poorter and Nagel (2000) argue that the assumption of functional balance implicitly includes the idea of optimal plant growth.
Explicit in this assumption are the goal-oriented optimization models (e.g., Givnish 1986 , Hilbert 1990 ). One of their major shortcomings is the ambiguity regarding the goal function to use. Either instantaneous relative growth rate ($ r) (Kastner-Maresch and Mooney 1994) or total biomass at the end of the vegetation season (Reynolds and Chen 1996) can be equally justified, but result in different allocation schemes. Like most of the modeling approaches mentioned, goal-oriented optimization models also have difficulty when faced with nonequilibrium regulation. Reynolds and Chen (1996) and Kleemola et al. (1996) attempted an extrapolation by reapplying the target functions at each time step. Because the procedure allows large parameter changes at arbitrarily small time intervals, it simulates a maximization at infinitely high velocity, thus creating a large gap between the simulated output and the observed functioning of the plant.
A more consistent solution for preserving the transient nature of resource partitioning under changing environments was proposed by Vincent and Vincent (1996) . In a theoretical study on evolutionary stable allocation patterns, they showed that $ r could serve as a suitable fitness and goal function. Rather than referring to morphological parameters, the authors used strategy coefficients of virtual plant populations. The time evolution of these coefficients follows a simple differential form: the velocity of strategy adjustment is proportional to the derivative of the fitness function with respect to the strategy coefficients.
Independently of the work of Vincent and Vincent, Wirtz and Eckhardt (1996) and Wirtz (1998) formally derived equivalent evolution equations. In contrast to the evolutionary approach, these equations apply to an arbitrary number of ecophysiological traits of generic biosystems, including characteristics of single organs. Hence, standard parameters such as σ, N concentration and fraction of leaf dry mass to total dry mass ( f L ) can be used in the same framework. This feature is elaborated in the present work. A stationary and dynamic adaptation model is constructed on the basis of the $ r optimization hypothesis and used to reconcile the B. pendula data set of Ingestad and coworkers. The specific objective was to analyze the degree to which plant behavior can be understood as optimizing self-control at the whole-plant level.
Model for stationary growth and adaptation
The model describes C partitioning through changes in relative dry mass fractions (organ dry mass/total plant dry mass) of the leaf ( f L ) , root ( f R ) and stem ( f S ) compartments. In accordance with the results of Ingestad et al. (1995) , the stem fraction is treated as a constant. The root fraction is thus a function of f L :
Similarly, plant N status can be quantified by a single determinant, because N concentration (n) was similar in all compartments of the young birch plants studied by Ingestad et al. (1995) . The third variable in the data set was σ.
Relative growth rate depends on f L , n, σ and on external conditions. Because temperature, vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and CO 2 concentration were kept constant in the experiments of Ingestad et al. (1995) , the aboveground environment can be reduced to irradiance, I, which was kept constant within each experimental run, but varied from 5 to 30 mol (photon) m -2 day -1 between runs. Photosynthetic C sequestration is assumed to be a Michaelis-Menten type function of I. Its maximum increases linearly with rising N concentration on a leaf area basis, i.e., n′/σ (Friend 1995 , Reich et al. 1995 , where n′ is the N concentration corrected for an offset n 0 representing the photosynthetically inactive N pool (Ingestad and Ågren 1988) .
A comparison of shade and sun leaves indicates further trade-offs between C assimilation on the one hand and N or σ on the other. In parallel with the maximal activity of C assimilation, the half saturation value for light limitation increases with n′/σ (Björkman 1981) , with a constant of proportionality, κ. Second, photosynthesis of shade leaves at high irradiance is more depressed than described by the simple n′/σ dependency (Björkman 1981, Nygren and Kellomäki 1983) , because a se-ries of physiological characteristics at the leaf level correlates with σ independently of n′ (Evans and Poorter 2001) . For example, the stoichometry between N bound in chlorophyll and in the thylakoid complex varies (Wirtz 2000) . To describe these relationships, existing complex models are aggregated to a single additional term (1 + ασ) in the denominator of the Michaelis-Menten function. The resulting $ r function is:
where P 0 combines the effects of all constant external conditions as well as the conversion efficiency from labile C compounds to dry mass. Total leaf area per unit plant dry mass ( f L σ) scales with C assimilation as expressed for the photosynthetically active area. Maintenance respiration includes an N dependency that extends the typically assumed zero-intercept regression with a small offset in agreement with a series of data sets (Maier et al. 1998 , Reich et al. 1998 . Reflecting an enzymatically inactive N pool, the small offset is set to the coefficient n 0 . All coefficients, including the N-specific respiration rate ρ, are listed in Table A1 . The relative N addition rate R A , which is defined as the N-supply rate relative to the amount of N in the plant, varied from 0.05 to 0.27 day -1 . Equation 4 indicates that nutrition is in balance with growth during the steady-state period (Ingestad et al. 1995) :
Equation 4 reduces the degrees of freedom of the three variables f L , n and σ to two effective dimensions, f L and σ, and n is determined by Equations 3 and 4. The two remaining variables are subjected to the optimization assumption that a plant regulates its morphological and ecophysiological traits such that the growth rate is optimal with respect to the traits under given boundary conditions. Mathematically, this means that the total derivatives with respect to f L and σ should vanish. The condition d$ r/dσ = 0 leads to a functional dependency of σ on n′.
There is strong empirical support for the relationship between σ, I and n described by Equation 5 (Meziane and Shipley 1999) . Specific leaf area values for different species as reported by Gottschalk (1994) can be accurately redrawn by using a term proportional to ′ n I / . Measurements by Nygren and Kellomäki (1983) in a Betula pubescens Ehrh. canopy revealed the relationship shown in Figure 1 . Notably, only a single fitting coefficient for κ/α is needed to quantitatively follow the decrease in σ along a light gradient. Apart from the moderate deviations occurring at very low or very high values of I, which are discussed below, the overall correspondence can be taken as evidence of the appropriateness of the optimization hypothesis.
The analogous maximizing procedure for the leaf fraction f L , however, is more critical. Translocation of more reserves to the shoot means fewer reserves for the root system and, consequently, a lower nutrient uptake potential. This trade-off is included in f L adjustments as formally described by the chain rule:
where the relationships df L /df R = -1 and dn′/dn = 1 are used. Nitrogen productivity enters the nutrient cost term as the differential form ∂$ r/∂n′. Contrary to the theory of classical N productivity proposed by Ågren and Bosatta (1996) , the differential form is not a measure that is preserved for fixed growth conditions. Because ∂$ r/∂ ′ n depends linearly on f L and in a nonlinear way on n′, ∂$ r/∂n′ describes the functional dependence of $ r on N concentration rather than a simple empirical correlation between the two quantities. In this context, constant N productivity during steady state (cf. Figure 2) emerges as a result of many regulatory feedbacks.
The challenge of shoot fraction optimization is to find an estimate for the coupling term dn/df R . The derivative can be interpreted as the marginal N yield after a small C investment into the root compartment. To approach a reasonable derivation, it is useful to introduce specific root activity a, describing the amount of N taken up per unit time and unit root dry mass, and examine the growth equilibrium: if plant nutrient demand (nr$) is compensated by root nutrient uptake ( f R a), n can be written as a linear function of f R and a that in turn may depend on n and f R . Following this notion and ignoring the dependence of a on f R and n, the coupling term dn/df R equals the ratio a/$ r. Because a was not directly assessed by Ingestad et al. (1995) , I estimated it on the basis of the nutrition equilibrium condition. If N supply at the roots nR A is balanced by uptake f R a, we obtain an expression for a with which the variable version V of the coupling term can be derived:
Note that the ratio R A /$ r is unity in the steady-state calculations. At first glance, Equation 8 seems reasonable, because with higher specific root activity, C costs for maintaining a defined N status diminish. However, regulation of shoot/root ratio is restricted to a small interval. With decreasing N supply, an increase in f R is expected. The combination of this shoot preference and the lower n value results in a decreased C-N coupling strength that, in turn, prevents further C partitioning to the roots. In other words, the negative feedback regulation inherent in Equation 8 only allows for slight variations in f L , in contrast to empirical evidence of 30% variability. The effect is also illustrated in the right panel of Figure 3 . To avoid this anomaly, the N yield on C was extended to a less down-regulating form.
We start by considering the simplest alternative. When the yield is kept fixed at a constant value Y NC :
the problem is shifted to the other extreme: feedback control is almost prevented, giving rise to improbably rigid plant behavior and no regulation at high N supply (see Figure 3) . To compromise between the two feedback strengths, an average with weighting factor γ is introduced:
Based on the above considerations, the coefficient γ approximates 0.5. Inserting Equation 10 into Equation 6 results in a quadratic form of f L that can be analytically expressed as a function of σ(n) and n. 
For a complete solution of the stationary model equations, n has to be found numerically using the dependencies f L (n) and σ(n) and a variable-step iteration method for Equation 4. Figure 3 illustrates how the optimal leaf fraction depends on I and R A , and shows that these trends fit common observations. The effect of a different weighting coefficient γ for the N to C coupling is small if light conditions are varied, whereas large differences occur with changing nutrient supply. A reasonable behavior is achieved by a simple average of variable and constant coupling (γ = 0.5).
Most of the parameter values given in Table A1 were derived from the original work of Ågren (1988, 1991) , and the unknown coefficient Y NC was estimated from the original data set. Given the relatedness between the variable and constant coupling in Equations 8 and 9, Y NC is assumed to be the ratio n f / R where n and f R are means of n and f R over all measurements.
Typical results for n and f L at varied R A are shown in the left-hand diagrams of Figures 2 and 4 . The slight underestimation of N concentration at R A = 0.2 day -1 and I = 22 mol m -2 day -1 was also found in other experiments (left diagram in Figure 3 ). Apart from these small discrepancies, most data were reproduced with high precision (r 2 > 0.89). The equilibrium response of σ to variable nutrition is determined by the final N concentration (Figure 3 ) together with the square root dependency given in Equation 5 in full accordance with the data. Figure 5 shows that no model deviations from the measurements occurred along the range of I values. Based on the wider range of σ values attained by young B. pendula plants compared with the values for canopy leaves of B. pubescens trees shown in Figure 1 , greater adaptability of the younger seedlings can be supposed. On the other hand, understory seedlings of both birch species of the same age revealed no differences in σ regulation in the field (Messier and Mitchell 1994) . When scaling from plants to mature trees, however, it is noted that in canopy models σ is used as an inverse measure of the thickness of the mesophyll layer perpendicular to the incoming radiation. In our optimality notion, leaf angle adjustments are, in principle, integrated as additional means of achieving an economic σ adaptation strategy. In the B. pendula experiments studied here, shade effects can probably be excluded. Thus, σ as defined in the model may be directly connected to the original morphological parameter.
Theory and parameterization of the dynamic model
The data set of Ingestad et al. (1995) provides two additional opportunities for our modeling study because (i) it contains transition times between two equilibrium states as descriptors for the dynamic behavior, and (ii) well-defined growth conditions were established providing a point of reference for further experiments focusing on transient situations. The steady-state description presented in the previous section provides a good starting point for the dynamic model introduced here. The first extension of the steady-state model, which is necessary to cope with shifts in N-supply rate R A , is the nonstationary response in N concentration. From a balance between N demand from growth and realized uptake, we have:
The optimization argument can be formulated for the transient situation where growth differentials do not vanish as in the equilibrium case and, conversely, the value of these differentials determines the velocity with which the variables change (Vincent 1996) . If the growth differential, i.e., the marginal growth gain of a small adjustment in one trait is high, the adjustment rate also becomes high. This correlation can be written as a generic type of evolution equation as derived and extensively discussed in Wirtz and Eckhardt (1996) and Wirtz 1998, 2000, 2002) . Here, it applies to the model variables σ and f L :
Adaptation rates of both variables on the left-hand sides of Equations 13 and 14 increase linearly with increasing sensitivity of $ r to changes in the respective variables as given by the derivative terms ∂$ r/∂σ and d$ r/df L . If a new optimum with respect to the internal states of σ and f L is reached, the two differentials equal zero and the adjustment is completed. Note that the total derivative used in Equation 14 combines the two aspects of regulation in f L : improvement of gross C gain by photosynthesis and control of N status. This explains why N dynamics can be treated by Equation 12 rather than by analogy to Equations 13 and 14.
The specific adaptation constants (SAC) δ σ and δ f link marginal growth gains with regulation velocity. They represent condensed measures for growth adaptability and responsiveness affecting traits of organisms. On the other hand, the SACs require indirect evaluation schemes such as the use of values for lag phase duration. In the birch seedlings, these lag intervals were estimated by Ingestad et al. (1995) , by starting from steady state at I = 14 mol m -2 day -1 and R A = 0.23 day -1 , and shifting to the specific set-up of each experimental run. The integration of Equations 12-14 together with the steady-state condition |$ r -R A | ≤ 0.01 R A , generated a parallel set of projected lag intervals. Model iteration with simultaneously varying δ σ and δ f , and the calculations of mean square deviations produced unique best fitting values resulting in a satisfactory correlation between projected and measured lag time, as shown in Figure 6 . The remaining scatter is probably associated with the difficulty of defining and accurately detecting steady-state conditions in terms of constancy during logarithmic growth.
Simulation of transient responses
Based on the experimental design of Lund (1979, 1986) , McDonald et al. (1986a McDonald et al. ( , 1986b followed the response of whole-plant traits after a sudden decrease in N supply. With such an experiment, an extrapolation from the laboratory system to a more realistic scenario was attempted because constant external conditions are generally absent in natural habitats-with many consequences for the plasticity properties of organisms.
Simulation results for N dynamics after the imposed shortage as projected by Equation 12 are given in Figure 7 . There is a striking coincidence between the measured and predicted time course. Even the slight increase in observed n values after 30 days is accurately predicted. It can now be traced back to the acclimation in f L . Further simulations have demonstrated that the recovery of N status proceeds independently of σ dynamics (not shown here).
186 WIRTZ TREE PHYSIOLOGY VOLUME 23, 2003 Figure 5 . Left: Variation in leaf specific area (σ) with increasing irradiance (I) and constant relative N-supply rate (R A = 0.1 day -1 ) as calculated by the stationary model (continuous line) and reported by Ingestad et al. (1995) . Right: Measured σ plotted against model predictions for variable R A and I. Figure 6 . Projected and measured length of the lag phase after a sudden switch in N-supply rate. The data originated from Ingestad et al. (1995) . Model calculations are based on best fitting values of δ σ and δ f given in Table A1 . The length of each run at I = 14 mol m -2 day -1 was multiplied by a factor of 0.75 to correct for the shorter day length in these experiments (18 h versus 24 h as the standard).
A problem in remodeling the reported time series is observed at t < 0, where n and f L shown in Figures 7 and 8 are apparently not in equilibrium before the step change in N supply rate. In principle, the reported values at t = -8 days could be used at initialization, but the values originating from the stationary adaptation model for the reported external conditions I = 26 mol m -2 day -1 and R A = 0.2 day -1 are preferrred because of their greater consistency. Differences in the subsequent trajectories of both initializations disappear soon after the event at t = 0.
The observed reduction in σ is reproduced well by Equation 13. In part, the down-regulation displayed in Figure 8 resembles declining N concentrations because optimal σ depends on n′ as formulated in Equation 5. Again the integral nature of plant regulation becomes evident, and is now more differentiated by the model as the entire dynamics are determined by the absolute value as well as differentials of a unique function ( $) r . Hence, even σ variations are to some extent sensitive to nutrient supply and uptake by roots. But as indicated for N dynamics, no reverse effect has been detected: switching off the σ acclimation by setting the respective SAC to zero (δ σ = 0) had no visible effects on the evolution of root-shoot partitioning.
An intriguing result of this modeling study is the stable reproduction of the over-shooting phenomenon occurring after the sudden switch to oligotrophy. Carbon partitioning to the leaves is enhanced, which seems to ignore the higher need for nutrient uptake. The mechanism that generates the over-shoot in the model is a temporary reduction in the coupling term dn/df R included in Equation 14. The reduction is induced by a delay in growth retardment ($ r > R A ), propagated through the variable part of the C cost term in Equation 8 or 10. A decrease in R A mimics a lower N return for a given C investment to the roots, favoring partitioning to the leaves.
This explanation seems to contrast with the hypothesis of
McDonald and colleagues who suggest that starch accumulation in leaves in response to decreased N concentrations underlies enhanced partitioning to the shoot. However, starch accumulation is more an effect than a cause of short-term changes in C allocation. Metabolic overflow is a common feature of organisms under stress. For example, a comparison of the over-shoot effect in B. pendula with temporary acetate formation in Escherichia coli cultures after shifting from nutrient excess to famine conditions (e.g., Holms 1996 , Wirtz 2002 indicates that, in both cases, metabolite accumulation reflects an internal crisis as well as an adaptive mechanism to buffer external fluctuations. The C reserves produced remain largely available for later use, and meanwhile, the organisms can organize better adapted pathways. Based on this interpretation, an apparently nonoptimal response can be integrated into the context of adaptive mechanisms. Formal integration has already been achieved through the variable, and thus, the stress-sensitive coupling term in our acclimation model; however, the relevance of these considerations remains to be proven in field studies. It is noted that an over-shoot in f L during nutrient depletion may be unusual, because drastic reductions in relative nutrient supply are rare in the field. Because sensitivity of σ to changing nutrient supply had lit- McDonald et al. (1986a McDonald et al. ( , 1986b . Large error bars were estimated using several documented measurement uncertainties. The continuous line shows a trajectory produced by the adaptation model. tle effect on N and C dynamics, a second simulation was run in which I was abruptly lowered while keeping R A constant. The responses of σ, n and f L are illustrated in Figure 9 and show that σ reacted sharply to the decrease in I (cf. Evans and Poorter 2001) , with a three times higher relative rate of change compared with the other variables. This result is similar to the measurements reported by Shipley (2000) who studied the response of σ to a sharp reduction in irradiance in Lythrum salicaria L. and Epilobium glandulosum Lehm. He found relative change rates peaking at approximately 0.12 day -1 for σ and 0.025 day -1 for the root fraction. The response of σ to variation in I turns out to be much more intense than the response to a reduction in R A , which is shown in Figure 8 . As the SAC has been left unchanged, the increase in relative change rate is a result of the increased growth rate differential d$ r/dσ. Although changes in I are immediately perceived by the leaves, a reduction in R A affects N concentrations after a lag and only indirectly affects the regulation of leaf morphology, ultimately leading to a lower growth rate differential, and thus, slower σ adaptation.
Finally, n evolution in the simulation experiment changes from a net increase to a temporary decrease. The effect expresses the dependency of n on the time course in f L adaptation.
Conclusion
The high explanatory power of the stationary and dynamic acclimation model proves the usefulness of the underlying optimality hypothesis. Adaptation of σ is typically undervalued by mechanistic photosynthesis models at the canopy or stand level. The simple and robust formulation proposed here provides an efficient means of including relevant ecophysiological adaptations into a large group of physiology based models. The proposed formulation may provide analogous benefits for many models of C and N allocation. Because published data were used to develop the stationary and dynamic acclimation model, there was limited scope for parameter calibration. This difficulty was resolved by coupling several relevant ecophysiological and morphological plant characteristics, thereby obtaining an integrated level of description. Tuning in one direction affects all other variables in different manners.
This study has emphasized the relevance of considering the whole-plant perspective during model construction. In particular, a basic improvement was accomplished by coupling C with the N cycle via a costs and benefits balance, where marginal C costs were derived as the product of N to root C yield and N productivity in their differential forms. Ågren and Bosatta (1996) discussed an equivalent cost formulation, but estimated the yield term dn/df R on the basis of empirical relationships. Because f R was negatively correlated with n, Ågren and Bosatta (1996) concluded that C allocation did not follow a maximal growth strategy. One can resolve this difference by accurately quantifying the physiological and morphological trade-offs experienced by self-regulating organisms. We conclude that application of the proposed optimality approach will enable generation of more realistic and less calibration-sensitive predictions and facilitate a deeper understanding of the adaptive significance of plant plasticity. The approach may also be useful for investigating effects, such as the accumulation of metabolites, that previously seemed to disprove the optimality hypothesis. WIRTZ TREE PHYSIOLOGY VOLUME 23, 2003 Figure 9 . Top: relative rates of change ((dx/dt)x -1 ) of the three model variables (x = σ, n and f L ). Bottom: step decrease in irradiance (I) at t = 0 used as forcing of a second simulation run. Table A1 . List of model coefficients, variables and auxiliary functions/boundary conditions. Parameters are fitted or estimated from Ingestad et al. (1995) either directly (*) or indirectly (**). Abbreviations: r = relative growth rate; VPD = vapor pressure deficit; DW = dry mass; σ = specific leaf area; and SAC = specific adaptation constant. 
